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Abstract Chan-hom and Linfa were binary typhoons that occurred in the western North Pacific in 2015.
In this study, the impacts of FY-3B satellite Microwave Humidity Sounder (MWHS) radiance observations on
the analyses and forecasts of Linfa and Chan-hom are assessed. The regional Weather Research and Fore-
casting model and its data assimilation (DA) systems, using three-dimensional variational (3DVAR) and
Hybrid (ensemble/3DVAR) methods are used. Assimilation of the FY-3B MWHS data using the 3DVAR
method slightly improves the descriptive wind and temperature fields. Positive impacts on the specific
humidity forecasts, for levels higher than 850 hPa, are also obvious. 3DVAR adjusts the typhoons’ initial
positions and their dynamic structures favorably, yielding better tracks, intensities, and precipitation fore-
casts, compared to the experiment run without MWHS data (control). With the Hybrid method, the water
vapor information from the MWHS data better improve the analyses through multivariable correlations with
the flow-dependent background error. The Hybrid method further improves the track, intensities, and pre-
cipitation forecasts. For Typhoon Linfa, with the coexistence of Typhoon Chan-hom, the Hybrid method pro-
vides a more descriptive background error covariance matrix, than using 3DVAR. Experiments on multiple
binary typhoon cases are also provided to further validate the robustness of the results on the FY-3B satel-
lite MWHS radiance data assimilation.

1. Introduction

The predictability of the tracks and intensities of binary tropical cyclones (TCs), which are present simultane-
ously in the same region, are relatively low, due to the interactions between the TCs. Advancements in data
assimilation (DA) techniques during the initialization of TCs, and the assimilation of more observations, have
contributed to large reductions in the error of TC track and intensity forecasts [e.g., Li and Liu, 2009; Schwartz
et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015]. Improving predictions of rainfall
amounts and distributions during TCs provides another challenging task for the TC research [Yen et al.,
2011; Schwartz and Liu, 2014]. Satellite observations play a very important role in improving the accuracy of
numerical weather prediction, especially over areas with sparse conventional observations [e.g., McNally
et al., 2000; Zapotocny et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2013]; thus, the satellite observation is the key for improving TC
forecasts. Recently, microwave satellite observations have contributed the most to improving numerical
weather forecasts; the observations have been (or are being) ingested into DA systems [e.g., Smith et al.,
1979; Goodrum et al., 1999; Li and Liu, 2009; Liu et al., 2012; Schwartz et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2015; Shen
et al., 2015]. Examples include the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (NPP)-Advanced Technology
Microwave Sounder (ATMS) data, used in the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) and the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) systems (NIELS) [Niels et al., 2012;
Collard et al., 2012]; the NOAA-18 and MetOp-A Microwave Humidity Sounders (MHSs), used in the Weather
Research and Forecasting DA system (WRFDA) [Schwartz et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2015] as well as most
operational centers [Th�epaut, 2003]; and the FY-3A and FY-3B MWHSs, used in the ECMWF system, which is
the first operational use of Chinese polar orbiter satellite data by an NWP center outside China [Lu et al.,
2011ba; Chen et al., 2015].Notably, the MHS and MWHS are designed to retrieve profiles of atmospheric
water vapor. Atmospheric moisture profiles have been shown to impact tropical convection and cyclones
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[Holloway and Neelin, 2009]. Compared to the MHSs onboard the MetOp series of satellites, the MWHSs on
the FY-3A/B satellites have larger instrument noise [Zou et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2015].

Among the FY series of polar orbit satellites, FY-3B is the latest one in service [Lu et al., 2011b, Chen et al.,
2015]; the FY-3 series of satellites began with the launch of FY-3A in May 2008 and FY-3B in November 2010
[Guan et al., 2011]. The MWHSs provide vertical water vapor data, which are important for numerical
weather predictions. Assimilation of MWHS radiance data into the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System
(IFS) was verified to slightly improve the longer-range forecast scores and improved the short-range fore-
casts, when compared to other observations. ECMWF has been assimilating the FY-3B MWHS observations
into its operational forecasting system since September 24, 2014. MWHS radiance observations were found
to improve the global and regional operational forecast skills, even with the relatively large MWHS instru-
ment noise [Lu et al., 2011a, 2011b; Chen et al., 2015]. However, very few studies have directly explored the
ability of MWHS radiance data to improve TC forecasts with limited area models and DA systems.

In this study, the WRFDA system is used [Barker et al., 2012, Dong et al., 2013] for better comparisons with
Newman et al., 2015, to evaluate the impact of the FY-3B MWHS radiance data on TC forecasting. Besides
the three-dimensional variational DA (3DVAR) method, we also apply a Hybrid (ensemble/3DVAR) method
to provide a more descriptive background error covariance (BEC); this is because of the relatively low pre-
dictability of track and intensity for binary TCs. A binary TC case over the Northwestern Pacific in the
summer of 2015 is detailed, which caused severe damage in China. Total six typhoons are selected to
achieve solid results. A brief introduction to the WRFDA system and the radiance assimilation methods are
provided in section 2. Section 3 describes typhoons ‘‘Chan-hom’’ and ‘‘Linfa’’ (2015). The experimental set-
tings are specified in section 4. Results and conclusions are presented in sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2. Assimilation of FY-3B MWHS Radiances With WRFDA

The data assimilation system WRFDA was developed with 3DVAR, four-dimensional variational DA (4DVAR),
and Hybrid (incorporating ensemble-produced background error in the variational framework) DA techni-
ques at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) [Barker et al., 2012]. The WRFDA system is
capable of utilizing a large variety of observations, including satellite radiance data, and can perform data
thinning, quality control (QC), and bias corrections. The 3DVAR and Hybrid component of the WRFDA are
used in this study. The 3DVAR method aims to obtain a statistically optimal analysis through an iterative
minimization of a prescribed cost function (J(x)) [Ide et al., 1997; Wang 2011]:

Jðx; aÞ5 1
2

b1ðx2xbÞT B21ðx2xbÞ1
1
2

b2ðaÞT A21ðaÞ1 1
2
ðy2HðxÞÞT R21ðy2HðxÞÞ; ((1),)

where ‘‘x’’ is the atmospheric state vector for the analysis, ‘‘xb’’ is the background, ‘‘a’’ is the extra control
variable, and ‘‘y’’ is the observation vector. ‘‘H’’ is the observation operator that maps the model variables to
the observation space, while ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘R’’ are the background and observation error covariance matrices,
respectively. The BEC matrix B is obtained using control variables [CV option 5 (CV5)] as stream function,
the unbalanced part of velocity potential, the unbalanced part of temperature, the unbalanced part of sur-
face pressure Psu, and pseudorelative humidity RH. The term ‘‘unbalanced’’ refers to the residual from the
balance with the stream function. The pseudorelative humidity is water vapor mixing ratio divided by the
saturated specific humidity from the background field. The case-dependent B matrixes are estimated with
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) method [Parrish and Derber, 1992] by using the differences in the
24 and 12 h forecasts initiated from Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses at 0000 and 1200 UTC for each
day of the previous month of the cases for study. ‘‘A’’ is a block diagonal matrix that controls the spatial cor-
relation of ‘‘a.’’ The weights of the static and flow-dependent covariances are determined by the factors ‘‘b1’’
and ‘‘b2.’’ In this study, 50% weights are used for both the static and ensemble-based covariances. The solu-
tion of ‘‘x’’ represents the estimate of the true atmospheric state by minimizing (1) iteratively [Lorenc, 1986].
Details of the schematic of the WRFDA system can be found in Xu et al. [2015] and Shen and Min [2015].

To assimilate the radiance data, the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) [Han et al., 2006; Liu and
Weng, 2006] is applied as the forward operator, to compute the clear-sky radiance using the temperature
and moisture model profiles. In addition to the forward model, the corresponding tangent linear model,
adjoint model, and K-matrix model for computing Jacobians have also been included in the CRTM package.
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Radiances are prone to systematic
biases, which need to be corrected
before assimilation [Dee and Uppala,
2009]. The observation operator is
modified to include the bias correc-
tions with a constant component of
total bias, as well as seven potentially
state-dependent predictors (the scan
position, the square, and cube of scan
position, 1000–300 hPa and 200–50
hPa layer thicknesses, surface skin tem-
perature, and total column water
vapor) and their coefficients. This
modified observation operator is
widely applied in many studies with
limited domain areas [Liu et al., 2012;
Schwartz et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013].
The channel dependent coefficients
[Eyre, 1992] can be updated by includ-
ing them as control variables within a
variational minimization procedure
[Derber and Wu, 1998; Dee and Uppala,
2009], or can be estimated offline

[Harris and Kelly, 2001]. The variational bias correction (VarBC) [Aulign�e et al., 2007] scheme is utilized in this
study.

3. Overview of Typhoon Cases

This study selected two binary typhoons, Linfa and Chan-hom (2015), to explore the impact of the FY-3B
MWHS radiances on typical TCs in the Pacific. The two typhoons both brought heavy rainfall throughout
the east of China for several days. Based on the estimate from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC),
Chan-hom was the strongest typhoon to impact Shanghai in the last 35 years, passing within 160 km. Eco-
nomic losses from the storm caused by Linfa reached 213 million dollars and 1.46 billion dollars of eco-
nomic losses were caused by Chan-hom. The main tracks for both events before landfall are shown in
Figure 1.

Early on 30 June at 0000 UTC, the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) classified a low-pressure system as a
tropical depression, located about 345 km northeast of Pohnpei (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_
Chan-hom_(2015)). The JMA upgraded the cyclone to a tropical storm. Chan-hom then moved steadily to
the west. On 3 July, the system turned northeast. Later that day, the broad circulation turned north-
northwest. On the next day, Chan-hom skirted the southern coast of Rota, in the Mariana Islands. On 7 July,
the typhoon entered the Philippines area of responsibility. The typhoon soon re-established and slowly con-
tracted to a 40 km diameter by 8 July. Late on 9 July, the typhoon passed between the Okinawa and
Miyako-jima islands, Japan. Chan-hom reached its peak strength, with estimated winds of 165 km h21 and a
barometric pressure of 935 hPa, before making landfall in Zhoushan, Zhejiang around 0840 UTC on 11 July.

In the same period as Chan-hom’s early development, Linfa originated from a weak tropical disturbance
over the Philippine Sea on June 30. The disturbance gradually intensified and the JMA upgraded the
depression to a tropical storm on 1 July. On 3 July, Linfa intensified into a severe tropical storm. By late 4
July, Linfa made landfall over Palanan, Isabela, in the Philippines. The system was downgraded to a tropical
storm by JMA several hours later, when it entered the South China Sea. By 6 July, Linfa had moved slowly
and maintained its intensity; it was located a few miles west of Taiwan, in a northerly projection. Linfa
reached a secondary peak on 8 July as a Category 1 typhoon at this point. Linfa maintained its intensity, at
severe tropical storm strength, with a lowest minimum pressure of 975 hPa, and made final landfall in
Guangdong, China, on 9 July, two days earlier than Chan-hom.

Figure 1. The model domain and the 3 hourly tracks of Linfa (black symbols; from
0600 UTC 8 July to 0600 UTC 11 July 2015) and Chan-hom (red symbols; from
0600 UTC 6 July to 0600 UTC 9 July 2015). The FY-3B MWHS radiance observations
available during the assimilation window also shown, as valid at 0600 UTC 8 July
2015 and 0600 UTC 10 July 2015.
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4. Experimental Configurations

The model domain applied for the experiments (Figure 1) has a 450 3 400 horizontal grid and 43 vertical
levels; the model top is at 30 hPa and the grid spacing is 15 km. Four experiments, denoted as CTRL-3DVar,
MWHS-3DVar, CTRL-Hybrid, and MWHS-Hybrid, are conducted for both cases, to evaluate the impact of
MWHS radiance data, using the different assimilation methods, on the analyses and subsequent forecasts.
The CTRL-3DVar and CTRL-Hybrid experiments assimilate the conventional observations from the NCEP
operational Global Telecommunication System (GTS) data set. The MWHS-3DVar experiment assimilates all
observations in the ‘‘CTRL-3DVar,’’ plus the MWHS radiance data from the FY-3B satellite, using the 3DVAR
method. The MWHS-Hybrid experiment is similar to the MWHS-3DVar experiment with the same set of con-
ventional and radiance observations, but uses the Hybrid method instead of the 3DVAR method.

For Chan-hom, the data assimilation is valid at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015. The background for the analysis is the
forecast initiated from the NCEP operational GFS 0.58 3 0.58 analysis at 0000 UTC on 10 July 2015. The lateral
boundaries for the forecasts are provided by the GFS analyses at 6 h time intervals. Similar DA and forecast config-
urations are used for Linfa; the analysis time is valid at 0600 UTC on 8 July 2015, with the 6 h forecast initialized
from the GFS analysis at 0000 UTC on 8 July 2015, as the background. It is worth pointing out that the existence of
Typhoon Chan-hom makes the simulation and prediction of Linfa more challenging at 0600 UTC on 8 July 2015.

In these experiments, MWHS radiance data are assimilated with the appropriate quality control (QC), chan-
nel selection, and bias corrections. Only channels 3, 4, and 5 are assimilated, which correspond to the

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 2. Scatterplots of the observed radiance versus the CRTM-calculated brightness temperature (Tb; K) valid at (a, b) 0600 UTC on 8
July 2015 and (c, d) 0600 UTC on 10 July, 2015; the CRTM-calculated Tb data are from Figures 2a and 2c the background data from channel
5 (wavelength around 13.774 mm) of the FY-3B MWHS; and (b, d) the analysis that uses the 3DVAR method.
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weight function peaks at around 400, 600, and 800 hPa. Channels 1 and 2 are sensitive to the surface and
are excluded due to the large surface emissivity error. Only MWHS observations over clear-sky regions are
considered. A radiance observation is rejected if the bias-corrected observation minus simulated brightness
temperature from model background exceeds either 15 K or three times the specified observation error for
brightness temperature. Radiance data from a mixture of surface types (e.g., over coastal areas) or with large

Figure 3. Ensemble spread of wind speed (m s21) at the seventh model level, valid at (a) 0600 UTC 8 July 2015, and (b) 0600 UTC 10 July 2015.

Figure 4. The (a–d) 850 hPa temperature analysis increments and (e–h) 700 hPa wind analysis increments (vectors) and the analyzed wind (shaded) for the (a, e) CTRL-3DVar (b, f)
MWHS-3DVar, (c, g) CTRL-Hybrid, and (d, h) MWHS-Hybrid experiments valid at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015. The typhoon center is denoted as the black dot in Figures 4a–4c.
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scan angles on the edge are rejected. MWHS radiance data are thinned using a 90 km grid mesh. Observa-
tion data within 62 h of the analysis time are selected and assumed to be valid at the analysis time. The
MWHS observations available at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015 and 0600 UTC on 8 July 2015 are shown in
Figure 1. Within WRFDA, simulated MWHS brightness temperatures HðxÞ are calculated with CRTM from
temperature and moisture profiles to assimilate high quality radiance data. MWHS is primarily sensitive to
water vapor, but in drier atmosphere, it is also sensitive to temperature [Chouinard and Hall�e, 2003].

The WRF model [Skamarock et al., 2008] is employed to forecast with the following physical schemes: The
Single-Moment 6-Class scheme [Hong et al., 2004]; the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave
radiation scheme [Mlawer et al., 1997] and the Goddard shortwave [Chou and Suarez, 1994]; the Yonsei Uni-
versity (YSU) boundary layer scheme [Hong et al., 2006]; the new Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization
[Kain and Fritsch, 1990]; and the Noah land surface model [Chen and Dudhia, 2001].

5. Results

The skills of providing the estimation of the true atmospheric state by the CTRL-3DVar, MWHS-3DVar, CTRL-
Hybrid, and MWHS-Hybrid experiments are evaluated to consider the impact of the MWHS radiance data,
using the different DA methods. The forecasts of wind, temperature, and humidity are compared to the
forecasts from conventional observations. The ERA-Interim (�15 km) reanalysis from the ECMWF [Chen
et al., 2014] is used in this study for verification, since the ECMWF is considered one of the best centers. The
‘‘best track,’’ minimum and sea level pressure data for Chan-hom and Linfa are from the China Meteorologi-
cal Administration (CMA). The rainfall forecasts are compared to the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) [Gopalan et al., 2010] rainfall observations.

5.1. Impacts of the MWHS Data on Analyses
5.1.1. Background and 3DVAR Analyses
Figures 2a and 2c show the observed and CRTM-calculated brightness temperature (Tb) from the back-
ground for the channel 5 (wavelength: around 13.774 lm) of FY-3B MWHS, while Figures 2b and 2d for the
observed and CRTM-calculated brightness temperature (Tb) from the analyses for 0600 UTC 8 July and
0600UTC 10 July using the 3DVAR method. There are significant warm biases in the CRTM-calculated bright-
ness temperatures (Tbs) from the background data, in comparison with the observations (Figures 2a and
2c); this indicates both radiative impacts from the residual cloudy radiance after QC and the erroneous
background. More effective QC procedures or cloudy radiance assimilation methods are of potential explo-
ration and improvement. Through minimizing the cost function variationally, the analysis corrects the warm
bias (simulated Tb 2 observed Tb) to a large extent, producing reduced means, standard deviations, and

Figure 5. The 500 hPa geopotential height increments (shading) by the (a) CTRL-3DVar, (b) MWHS-3DVar, and (c) MWHS-Hybrid experiments, valid at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015. The
black contours are the 500 hPa geopotential height (m) of the background forecasts.
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root mean square errors in Figures 2b and 2d. The fit between the 3DVAR analysis data and the observa-
tions preliminarily validates that the preprocessing and quality control procedures for the raw observations,
and the basic DA framework, are overall reliable and efficient.
5.1.2. Ensemble Analyses
The ensemble is the key component in the Hybrid DA procedure, in which an ensemble of models is used to
estimate the flow-dependent forecast error. That is, the ensemble-based BEC is incorporated in the Hybrid DA
system through a short-term ensemble forecast to allow the model error grow flow-dependently with the
weather conditions. The ensemble spread reveals the features of the meteorological conditions and observa-
tion locations that constrain the model. The ensemble spreads of wind speed on the 7th model level at the for-
mation of Linfa and Chan-hom (Figure 3), are larger around the typhoons than the surrounding environment,
due to the uncertainty of TC predictions. There is also a large spread on the left side of the model domain,
because there are few observational data available in western China. The ensemble spread in Figure 3a is
applied as the source of the flow-dependent BEC for Linfa. There is also large ensemble spread around 208N,
1338E, due to the existence of Chan-hom. It is expected that, for Linfa, it will be more appropriate to apply the
ensemble-based Hybrid method, to provide a more descriptive in situ BEC matrix.
5.1.3. Analysis Increments
To identify the possible contributions of the DA to create a better TC forecast, the analysis increments for
the CTRL-3DVar and MWHS-3DVar experiments are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, where the MWHS radiances

)b()a(

)d()c(

Figure 6. Analyzed horizontal wind speed (shaded) and potential temperature (contours; intervals of 5 K) in south-north vertical cross sections through the analyzed center of
Chan-hom for (a) ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis, (b) CTRL-3DVar, (c) MWHS-3DVar, and (d) MWHS-Hybrid experiments, at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015.
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are excluded in the CTRL-3DVar. Figures 4c and 4d show the analysis increments for the CTRL-Hybrid and
MWHS-Hybrid experiments, to gain more insight on the DA of radiance data using the static and flow-
dependent BECs. In this study, the temperature increments are calculated through multivariate correlations,
mainly with the humidity data, since the MWHS observations are assimilated. Using 3DVAR, a cold tongue
extends toward the observed typhoon center of Chan-hom (Figures 4a and 4b), and the magnitude is larg-
est near the typhoon center, with positive temperature increments at the east of the typhoon center. The
negative temperature increments at lower levels, shown in the MWHS-3DVar experiment, are also found in
other simulated typhoon or hurricane centers [Xiao et al., 2009; Shen and Min, 2015]. By assimilating the
MWHS radiance data using 3DVAR, the negative temperature increment is smaller in Figure 4b. Physically,
the temperature increments using 3DVAR are not expected to occur inside a typhoon structure, since warm-
ing of the vortex inner-core region is supposed to match the enhanced typhoon vortex circulation. As a
benefit of the cross variable covariance when assimilating MWHS radiances, a reasonable temperature
increment is illustrated by the MWHS-Hybrid experiment (Figure 4d), with the largest magnitudes around
the typhoon; this is consistent with the ensemble spread in Figure 3. The positive temperature increments

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Vertical profiles of 24 h forecast RMSE versus conventional observations for (a) u-wind, (b) v-wind, (c), temperature, and (d)
specific humidity (MWHS-Hybrid, green; CTRL-Hybrid, red; MWHS-3DVar, orange; CTRL-3DVar, blue) averaged over the assimilation cycles
for Chan-hom and Linfa.
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at the observed typhoon center are favorable for warm core formations in the typhoon. In addition, using
3DVAR, the limited vertical spatial correlation, due to the use of static BEC, is another factor that produces
the negative temperature increments.

For the CTRL-3DVar experiment, the wind vector increments show a clear anticyclonic circulation in the
northwest of the observed typhoon center and a southwestward wind around the center (Figure 4e). CTRL-
Hybrid experiment does not change the wind field around the vortex center significantly without MWHS
radiances. Note that MWHS-3DVar experiment corrects the southwestward wind to be westward. While in
the MWHS-Hybrid experiment, a cyclonic wind is found in the west of the observed typhoon center, with
clear northward wind increments around the center. These wind increments are consistent with the track
forecasts (see section 5.3). It should also be noted that the wind speed magnitude in the analysis is more
intense when using the flow-dependent ensemble BEC, reflecting the contribution from the spatially inho-
mogeneous flow-dependent ensemble BEC (Figures 4e–4h).

Figure 5 shows an example of the 500 hPa geopotential height increments and the geopotential heights of the
background data, at 0600 UTC on 10 July 2015. The increments of the CTRL-3DVar and MWHS-3DVar experi-
ments are similar in Figures 5a and 5b. For the CTRL-3DVar experiment, the increments for the surrounding

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Twenty-four hour track forecasts initialized at (a) 0600 UTC 8 July, 2015, and (b) 0600 UTC 10 July 2015, respectively (best track from the Chinese Meteorological Administration,
black; MWHS-Hybrid, green; CTRL-Hybrid, red; MWHS-3DVar, orange; CTRL-3DVar, blue).

(a) (b)

Figure 9. Absolute track forecast errors by lead time, initialized at (a) 0600 UTC 8 July, 2015, and (b) 0600 UTC 10 July, 2015, respectively,
for the CTRL-3DVar (blue), MWHS-3DVar (orange), CTRL-Hybrid (red), and MWHS-Hybrid (green) experiments.
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environment feature a decrease in height in the southwest of the typhoon, and an increase in the height in the
northeast (Figure 5a). By including the MWHS radiance data in the MWHS-3DVar experiment, an obvious height
increase is observed in the west of the typhoon center (Figure 5b). Note that here the Hybrid experiment is
capable of providing a typhoon-specific BEC matrix shown in Figure 3b. This flow-dependent background error
results in much more realistic analysis increments when assimilating conventional and MWHS radiance observa-
tions. As shown in Figure 5c, the MWHS-Hybrid experiment increments are quite different for both the typhoon
and its surrounding environment, in comparison with the other two 3DVAR experiments (i.e., CTRL-3Dvar and
MWHS-3DVar). There is a dipole pattern in the increments of the MWHS-Hybrid experiment, which suggests
that the MWHS-Hybrid experiment corrects the position of Chan-hom with the DA procedure by moving the
forecasted position to the west, using the flow-dependent ensemble covariance naturally and systematically.
The height increments are consistent with the track forecast results (see section 5.3).
5.1.4. Vertical Structures
The impacts of the MWHS data on the analyzed typhoon vertical structure are explored. Figure 6
shows the south-north vertical cross sections of the horizontal wind speed fields and potential tempera-
ture, through the analyzed center of Chan-hom, at 0600 UTC on 10July 2015. The wind speed field in the
MWHS-3DVar experiment shows tighter circulation patterns than that in the CTRL-3DVar experiment,
with an increase of the wind speed on the southern side (Figures 6b and 6c). Figure 6d shows that the
MWHS-Hybrid experiment results in a more upright eyewall, to a much higher level than in the MWHS-
3DVar experiment. Overall the MWHS-Hybrid experiment (Figure 6d) is most consistent with the ECMWF
ERA-Interim (�15 km) reanalysis (Figure 6a). Meanwhile, there is a presence of a trough located around
the typhoon center in the potential temperature fields of the typhoon structure in all experiments. That
is, including the MWHS radiance in both the 3DVAR and Hybrid experiments shows less obvious
improvement for the potential temperature field than for the winds, which is consistent with Liu et al.
[2012] and McNally [2007].

5.2. Forecast Verification Against Conventional Data
Figure 7 displays vertical profiles of the 24 h forecast root mean square error (RMSE) for u-wind, w-wind,
temperature, and specific humidity averaged over the assimilation cycles for Chan-hom and Linfa. The
assimilation of MWHS data using 3DVAR does not improve the wind forecasts significantly (Figures 7a and
7b). For temperature, the MWHS-3DVar experiment outperforms the CTRL-3DVar experiment at most pres-
sure levels (Figure 7c), because the observation operator for MWHS sensor is sensitive to both temperature
and moisture. There are also clear, positive impacts of MWHS assimilation on the forecasts of specific
humidity at levels higher than 850 hPa (Figure 7d). At almost all levels, the MWHS-Hybrid experiment agrees
best with the observations for all variables, compared to the other two experiments, especially for specific
humidity. CTRL-Hybrid is slightly worse than MWHS-Hybrid. The impact of incorporating the MWHS radiance

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Minimum sea level pressure forecast errors by lead time, initialized at (a) 0600 UTC 8 July 2015, and (b) 0600 UTC 10 July 2015,
respectively, for the CTRL-3DVar (blue), MWHS-3DVar (orange), CTRL-Hybrid (red), and MWHS-Hybrid (green) experiments.
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data (humidity sensitive channels) on the forecasts of wind and temperature likely result from the use of
multivariate correlations, as implied in the WRF Hybrid BEC. Zou et al. [2013] and Newman et al. [2015]
described decreases in forecast skill associated with the assimilation of MHS data and attributed these to
the less rigorous QC algorithm in both GSI and WRFDA system, which is mostly based on the innovation
check [Yan et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2013]. This study provides further evidence for implementing enhanced
QC procedures, when assimilating MWHS radiance data, which was introduced in section 4.

5.3. Track and Intensity Forecast Verification
To demonstrate the impact of DA on the TC forecasts, the 24 h track forecasts of Linfa, initialized at 0600
UTC 8 July 2015, are shown in Figure 8a; the best track from the CMA is used as a reference. The forecast

)b()a(

(d)

Figure 11. The 24 h accumulated precipitation (mm) according to the (a) TRMM observations, (b) CTRL-3DVar, (c) MWHS-3DVar, and (d) MWHS-Hybrid experiments, initialized at 0600
UTC on 10 July 2015.
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track in the MWHS-Hybrid experiment fits most closely to the CMA track. The southward biases from the
tracks that the CTRL-3DVar, MWHS-3DVar, and CTRL-Hybrid experiments produce are all significant. CTRL-
Hybrid slightly prevents the southward track bias compared to CTRL-3DVar, MWHS-3DVar. The track from
the CTRL-3DVar is moving too fast. The MWHS-Hybrid produces the track forecast fitting the best track
most closely, by assimilating the MWHS radiance data with the Hybrid method.

The 24 h track forecasts of Chan-hom in Figure 8b (initialized at 0600 UTC 10July 2015) show that the fore-
cast tracks from experiments using MWHS data with either 3DVAR or Hybrid method agree much better
with the CMA track than those the experiments without MWHS radiances produce, which is consistent with
the northeastward wind increments in Figure 4d. The improvement in assimilating the MWHS radiance data
using the Hybrid method compared to using 3DVAR method is slight. MWHS-Hybrid corrects the south bias
from the CTRL-3DVar experiment, which can be attributed to the reasonable height increments in Figure 5c.
It is noted that, for Linfa, it is more appreciable for the Hybrid experiment to provide a suitable BEC matrix
for DA, due to the coexistence of Chan-hom, than using 3DVAR.

Figure 9 displays the mean absolute track errors for Linfa and Chan-hom that each experiment produces. For
Linfa (Figure 9a), the track errors for the CTRL-3DVar and MWHS-3DVar experiments are close. The track errors
favor the MWHS-3DVar experiment after an 18 h forecast lead-time for Linfa (Figure 9a). The reductions of the
absolute track errors reach 40 km in the MWHS-Hybrid experiment, before Linfa makes landfall. For Chan-hom,
the improvements for the track forecasts are generally obvious in both the MWHS-3DVar and MWHS-Hybrid
(�20 km) experiments. Generally, using MWHS radiance data with the Hybrid method produces best track fore-
casts, while without MWHS radiances with the 3DVAR method produce largest track errors.

The minimum sea level pressure (MSLP) errors as a function of forecast range for Linfa and Chan-hom show
the CTRL-3DVar experiment to be better for the first 3 h (Figure 10a). The MWHS-3DVar experiment, with
MWHS radiance data, improves the MSLP error slightly for the remainder of the time, by �1 mb error. The
MWHS-Hybrid experiment further positively impacts the MSLP for the last 21 h. Consistent improvement
(�1 mb) in the forecast of MSLP is achieved for Chan-hom, starting from the analysis time to the 24 h fore-
cast lead time by both the MWHS-3DVar and MWHS-Hybrid experiments, compared to the CTRL-3DVar and
CTRL-Hybrid experiments (without MWHS radiances) (Figure 10b).

5.4. Precipitation Forecast Verification
Accurate prediction of precipitation both near and after landfall of typhoons or hurricanes are very
important for warnings of inland floods; Figure 11 shows the total accumulated precipitation fields
during the 24 h forecast period from the CTRL, MWHS-3DVar, and MWHS-Hybrid experiments, in
comparison with the TRMM rainfall observations. The observed precipitation shows a maximum spi-
ral band pattern near (298N, 1268E) and a band of heavy precipitation along the coast of Zhejiang

(a) (b)

Figure 12. (a) Mean track error and (b) minimum sea level pressure forecast errors by lead time for the CTRL-3DVar (blue), MWHS-3DVar
(orange), CTRL-Hybrid (red), and MWHS-Hybrid (green) experiments.
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Province. It is obvious that the CTRL experiment forecasts the precipitation pattern slightly south-
ward; this may be due to its southward track bias and low intensity. In addition, the CTRL signifi-
cantly underestimates the accumulated precipitation over land. Note that the southward bias in the
precipitation location is mitigated and the accumulated precipitation is increased over land in
the MWHS-3DVar experiment. However, compared with the CTRL and MWHS-3DVar experiment, the
MWHS DA experiment using the Hybrid method shows significant improvements (Figure 11d).
MWHS-Hybrid corrects the precipitation location northward and the amount of precipitation it
reproduces is most similar to the observations; this can be attributed to the improvement in the
internal structure and track of the typhoon, and its surrounding environment. Despite the encourag-
ing results regarding the TC precipitation forecast, the errors remain large, due to the limitations of
dynamics and physical parameterizations in WRF.

5.5. Statistical Results Over Six Cases
Statistical results based on multiple binary typhoon cases are provided to further validate the robustness of
the results from Chan-hom and Linfa. This section selects four binary typhoons, Fitow and Danas in 2013
and Matmo and Rammasun in 2014 as new cases. Among them, Fitow in 2013, Matmo in 2014, and
Rammasun in 2014 made landfall over east coast of China. Similar data assimilation experiments are con-
ducted following those for Chan-hom and Linfa.

The mean track errors and MSLP errors averaged over the six typhoons are shown in Figure 12a. Overall, the
track errors for the experiments with MWHS (MWHS-3DVar and MWHS-Hybrid) are smaller than those for
the CTRL-3DVar and CTRL-Hybrid experiments. By using the Hybrid method, improvements for the track
forecasts are obvious, especially for the MWHS-Hybrid experiments. For the MSLP errors, MWHS-Hybrid out-
performs other experiments slightly for most hours, while other experiments produce very close results.

6. Summary and Future Perspectives

In this study, the impact of the FY-3B MWHSs radiance data on the analyses and forecasts of the binary Linfa
and Chan-hom typhoons are assessed, using the regional WRF model and its 3DVAR and Hybrid DA sys-
tems. Assimilating MWHS radiance using 3DVAR slightly improves the descriptive wind and temperature
fields in the WRF model and obviously improves the humidity forecasts, at levels higher than 850 hPa; the
use of 3DVAR yields better track, intensity, and precipitation forecasts, compared to the CTRL experiment,
without MWHS DA. The Hybrid experiment further improves the track, intensity, and rainfall forecasts. With
the Hybrid method, the water vapor information from MWHS better supplies mesoscale information,
through the multivariable correlation with the flow-dependent background error. For Linfa, with the coexis-
tence of Chan-hom, it is more appreciable for the Hybrid method (ensemble/3DVAR) to provide a more
descriptive BEC matrix than using 3DVAR alone. Experiments on multiple binary typhoon cases are also pro-
vided, which further validated the robustness of the results on the FY-3B satellite MWHS radiance data
assimilation.

There are some areas for further explorations and improvements; the refinement of the assumed observa-
tion errors and QC schemes of the data could potentially increase the impact of the MWHS data. More
MWHS radiance channels should be explored, using an effective surface emissivity-modeling scheme. The
combination of the Ensemble/3DVAR Hybrid DA [Wang et al., 2008; Schwartz et al., 2013] and four-
dimensional variational (4DVAR) [Huang et al., 2009] methods is also planned, to better utilize more radiance
data and other in situ observations, in a flow-dependent manner, at appropriate times.
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